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Abstract 
Artificial intelligence is widely used in different industries and organizations in order to 

optimize organizational processes. Due to its accurate, fast and fact-based way of 

working, algorithms are beneficial in organizational decision-making. However, 

algorithms can make mistakes in their decisions. In order to correct these mistakes 

and guide algorithms in their decisions, human input is necessary. A satisfactory 

outcome would be a situation in which humans and algorithms can work together 

effectively. This also applies for the retail sector. Albert Heijn uses an automatic 

replenishment system based on algorithms, which could be helpful in reducing food 

waste. The decision-making process of algorithms is based on formal rationality, 

whereas the decision-making process of humans is based on substantive rationality. 

The interaction between human decision-making and algorithmic decision-making may 

enhance each other’s strengths. As the replenishment system of the supermarket 

becomes more automated over time, it is important to have a good understanding of 

how supermarkets can maintain the beneficial aspects of the interaction between 

humans and the system in order to reduce food waste. The aim of this study was 

therefore to empirically investigate the decision-making processes in the automatic 

replenishment in Dutch supermarkets, with regard to food waste. This led to the 

following research question: “How do decision-making processes emerge in the 

automatic replenishment system in Dutch supermarkets?” 

 In order to answer the research question, I read 5 annual reports and conducted 

14 interviews with supermarket managers of different supermarket stores. The findings 

derived from both the annual reports and the interviews show that the automatic 

replenishment system of the supermarket can make decisions autonomously, but 

human influence remains necessary in order to register inaccuracies and correct 

mistakes. However, humans often make decisions based on feelings and emotions, 

which are not always in line with the exact needed amounts of products. In this way, 

more products are ordered than necessary, causing an increased risk of food waste. 

Furthermore, the replenishment system of the supermarket effectively contributes to 

food waste reduction. However, technological innovations and improvements in the 

automatic replenishment system, combined with less involved human decision-

making, could prevent mistakes and generate even less food waste in the 

supermarket.  
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Introduction 

For the past 250 years, economic growth was largely stimulated by technological 

innovations (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017). One of the most important technological 

innovation of the 21st century is artificial intelligence (AI), (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017; 

De Laat, 2018). AI is widely used in different industries and organizations because of 

its fast and accurate decision-making, which is also repeatable and low-cost (Shrestha, 

Ben-Menahem & von Krogh, 2019). According to Purdy & Daugherty (2017), research 

of Accenture shows that AI even has a potential to raise the profitability of an 

organization with an average of 38 percent. The combination of the above aspects has 

caused an increased use of AI-based algorithms in organizational decision-making 

(Shrestha et al., 2019). However, algorithms also can make mistakes in their decisions. 

According to Ouwerkerk (2019), various AI-project have been discontinued because 

the decision-making by algorithms in these projects failed. For example, Amazon let a 

robot make decisions in their job application procedures, but it turned out that the robot 

rejected all female applicants (Ouwerkerk, 2019). However, blaming only the algorithm 

for this discriminatory decision is short-sighted, because the algorithm was trained by 

humans (Mols, 2019). So, when undesirable outcomes such as discrimination are 

caused by poor decision-making, we need to worry about both the decision-making of 

the algorithm and the decision-making of the human being that trained the algorithm 

(Mols, 2019). The example of Amazon illustrates a tension between algorithms and 

humans: while we appreciate algorithms due to its efficiency and accuracy, algorithms 

still need humans who understand the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm, 

who guide the algorithm and program the algorithm in such a way that it can make 

decisions in line with organizational goals (Mols, 2019).  

 As mentioned before, AI is widely used in different industries including the retail 

sector. According to van Lith (2018), AI can help supermarkets in tracking customer 

data in order to make customer offers based on sales history and social-demographic 

data. Furthermore, AI can be helpful in stock management of the store, replenishment 

of the store and even food waste reduction in the store. These last aspects are 

important, because Dutch supermarkets still waste large amounts of food every year 

(van Lith, 2019). In order to address the decision-making processes in supermarkets, 

I use Weber’s theory of rationality, which will be further described in the next sections. 

Human decision-making is mostly based on substantive rationality, which takes 

personal values, qualities and experiences of the decision-maker into account 
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(Kalberg, 1980). Algorithmic decision-making is based on formal rationality, which is 

based on quantitative calculations founded in law, rules or regulations (Kalberg, 1980). 

 

Food waste in the retail sector 

Prior research into the retail sector shows shocking percentages of food waste in the 

retail sector, which will be further explained in the next section. In addition, prior 

research also shows practical causes for wasting food, such as quality standards, poor 

manufacture and a lack of planning and communication (Gustavsson, Cederberg, 

Sonesson, van Otterdijk & Meybeck, 2011) An important part of the problem of wasting 

food in supermarkets can be found in the mismatch between the amount of ordered 

and sold products (Wageningen University & Research, 2014). According to 

Stenmarck, Hanssen, Silvennoinen, Katajajuuri & Werge (2011), estimating the 

amounts of required products is one of the biggest challenges for supermarkets. The 

customers’ choice to buy particular products depends on many unpredictable aspects 

such as the weather, the season, the offers of the week, the general mood of the 

customer and so on (Buurman & Velghe, 2014). Nowadays, supermarkets use 

automated ordering systems. According to Kill, Dreyer, Hvolby & Chabada (2018), 

using automatic ordering systems can lead to longer remaining shelf-life of products 

and an up to 20% reduction of food waste in the supermarket store. However, 

automated systems are not always prepared for unpredictable aspects as described 

above (Buurman & Velghe, 2014). For most unpredictable aspects, human decision-

making is necessary for estimating the consequences for the amount of orders. 

 

Replenishment in the retail sector 

Automatic replenishment is an automatic ordering system which is developed and used 

in the Dutch supermarket chain “Albert Heijn”. Automatic replenishment is a form of 

algorithmic decision-making, which is based on AI principles. These principles will be 

further explained in the next section. The automatic replenishment system of Albert 

Heijn functions autonomously, but sometimes the system needs human input. The 

replenishment system of a supermarket is important for the successful performance of 

the food supply chain. In this context, a successful performance of the food supply 

chain means as little food waste as possible. On the one hand, the availability of 

products is important in order to keep customers satisfied. On the other hand, too many 

products in the shelves may result in food waste (Kill et al., 2018). The replenishment 
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system of a supermarket should balance customer satisfaction and food waste. 

According to Kill et al. (2018), increasing the amount of shared information between 

the suppliers of the food supply chain enables the implementation of an automatic 

replenishment system in the supermarket. Due to this transparency in the food supply 

chain, automatic replenishment systems can reduce food waste up to 20% by making 

the coordination of replenishment and the synchronization of orders more effective (Kill 

et al., 2018). This enables a balance of full shelves and food waste as mentioned 

above.  

However, one of the major issues of using an automatic replenishment is the 

fact that the system functions mainly autonomously and humans are in some cases 

rarely involved in decision-making. This is especially relevant when unpredictable 

aspects can influence the successful output of the system. For example, an automatic 

replenishment system cannot always take aspects such as weather forecasts, holidays 

and general moods of customers into account. In such situations, humans have to 

decide what consequences the unpredictable aspects can have for the sale of products 

and for the replenishment process (Buurman & Velghe, 2014). So, in order to enable 

human decision-making in the system, an interaction between the human and the 

system is necessary (Krüger, Lien, & Verl, 2009). This gives reason to investigate the 

decision-making processes in the automatic replenishment system in Dutch 

supermarkets. 

 

Research aim and relevance 

In order to reduce food waste in the retail sector, it is necessary to have an in-

depth understanding of the contributing aspects. According to Jarrahi (2018), more 

and more processes in organizations are performed with the help of AI. Moreover, it is 

also known that humans are very important in these processes. For example, 

Brynjolfsson & Mcafee (2017) show that humans can optimize the algorithmic decision-

making process in AI, because of their creative and innovative way of thinking. In fact, 

without humans AI did not exist all. So, not only do humans optimize AI, humans are 

very important because humans provide AI from input data. However, not many studies 

have looked into the decision-making processes in the automatic replenishment 

system in Dutch supermarkets.  

As mentioned before, automatic replenishment falls under algorithmic decision-

making. Using the automatic replenishment system effectively could help to reduce 
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food waste, because of its effective coordination and synchronization of orders (Weber, 

Herrlein & Hodge, 2011; Kill et al., 2018). Previous research shows that supermarket 

managers have a lot of autonomy in combating food waste in their store. However, 

these managers are influenced by conflicting interests and goals of the organization 

(Moser, 2020. The same underlying issue applies for supermarkets which use an 

automatic replenishment system. The automatic replenishment system functions 

mainly autonomously, which results in a decrease of human influence in the decisions 

from the system. This research contributes to a better understanding of how 

supermarkets can maintain the beneficial aspects of the entanglement of algorithmic 

decision-making and human decision-making, as the replenishment system of the 

supermarket becomes more automated over time.  

Finally, this study is politically relevant, as well. In the period of 2009 to 2015, 

food waste should have been reduced with 20% across the whole food chain 

(Ministerie van Landbouw Natuur en Voedselkwaliteit, 2009). According to Soethoudt 

& van der Burgh (2017) this goal has not been achieved. In fact, in the period of 2009 

to 2015, little has changed at the total levels of food waste. Only the amounts of fodder, 

burned organic materials and residual waste have decreased, but the amounts of food 

waste remain almost the same (Soethoudt & van der Burgh, 2017). More knowledge 

about how to optimize the automatic replenishment system in order to reduce food 

waste could contribute in realizing this purpose.  

Concerning the issues above, the aim of this study is to empirically investigate 

the decision-making processes in the automatic replenishment system, in context of 

food waste reduction in the supermarket. This leads to the following research question: 

 

“How do decision-making processes emerge in the automatic replenishment system in 

Dutch supermarkets?” 

 

Reading guide 

This study is divided into different chapters. In the theoretical framework, definitions 

and theories of the core concepts of this study will be described and literature regarding 

these concepts will be discussed. In the method chapter, the exact way in which this 

study is conducted will be described. In the results chapter, the results of the research 

will be discussed on the basis of different tensions fields. The discussion chapter 

consists of interpretations of the results on the basis of the literature as discussed in 
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the theoretical framework. This ultimately leads to a conclusion of the study. 

Furthermore, limitations of this study and directions for future research will be given. 

Finally, theoretical and practical implications will be described.  

 

Theoretical framework 
In this section, definitions and theories of the core concepts ‘food waste’, ‘decision-

making’ and ‘automatic replenishment’ will be described and the relationship between 

humans and algorithms will be discussed. Finally, I will focus on AI in organizations 

and AI in the retail sector.  

 
Food waste 

Every year, about one third of all the produced food in the world is wasted. According 

to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, this is about 1.3 billion 

tons of food for human consumption annually (Munesue, Masui & Fushima, 2015; 

Bellemare, Çakir, Peterson, Novak & Rudi, 2017). Food waste occurs when edible food 

intended for human consumption, is thrown away somewhere in the food supply chain 

(Gustavsson et al., 2011). Food waste is ethically irresponsible, given the global 

malnutrition of 795 million people (FAO, IFAD & WFP, 2015) and the prospective of 

the human population growing to nine billion people by 2050 (Parfitt, Barthel & 

Macnaughton, 2010). According to Stuart (2009), farmers together with manufacturers, 

supermarkets and consumers in North America and Europe throw away up to half of 

their food, which is enough to feed all the malnourished people at least three times.  

In addition, the production of food is one of the most important aspects causing 

environmental damage (Reutter, Lant, Reynolds, & Lane, 2017). For example, 

according to Hall, Guo, Dore, & Chow (2009), food waste is associated with “excessive 

consumption of freshwater and fossil fuels” (Hall et al., 2009, p1). Together with 

methane and CO2 emissions from decomposing food, the consumption of freshwater 

and fossil fuels are a major contributor to global warming and climate change. These 

findings were confirmed by Kummu, De Moel, Porkka, Siebert, Varis & Ward (2012) 

who suggest that if we could reduce food waste with 50% reduction, an extra one billion 

people could be fed, and critical environmental resources could be preserved. The 

consequences of population growth in combination with environmental damages gives 

reason to investigate the possibilities to reduce food waste.  
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Food waste occurs in different stages of the food supply chain. Gustavsson et 

al. (2011) suggest a difference between low-income countries and high-income 

countries with regards to food waste. In low-income countries, food waste occurs early 

in the supply chain due to poor storage facilities, poor infrastructures and 

transportation, inadequate market facilities and poor packaging. However, in high-

income countries, food waste occurs late in the supply chain due to quality standards, 

food manufacture, poor temperature management, best-before-dates and a lack of 

planning and communication (Gustavsson et al., 2011). Therefore, different solutions 

for reducing food waste may be needed not only in the food supply chain, but also in 

low-income versus high-income countries (Gustavsson et al., 2011). In the 

Netherlands, the total estimated amount of food waste was between 1,77 and 2,55 

million tons in 201 (Soethoudt & van der Burgh, 2017). Based on 16.900.726 citizens, 

this is about 105 to 152 kilograms per capita (Soethoudt & van der Burgh, 2017). The 

largest food wasters in the Netherlands are households. Dutch households are 

responsible for 53% of wasted food, followed by farmers and trade (20%), the 

processing industry (10%), the catering industry (11%) and supermarkets (3% - 7%) 

(NOS, 2015).  

The above distribution of food waste per sector in the Netherlands corresponds 

to the distribution of food waste per sector in Europe. In other words, the percentages 

per sector are unevenly the same (Stenmarck, Jensen, Quested, & Moates, 2016). 

Remarkably, both in Europe and the Netherlands, the retail sector is responsible for 

only three to seven per cent of the food waste (NOS, 2015; Stenmarck et al., 2016; 

Wageningen University & Research, 2014). However, despite its small share in 

wasting food, it is still relevant to pay attention to the retail sector in the food waste 

issue. According to Buurman & Velghe (2014) and Scholz, Eriksson & Strid (2015), 

supermarkets have a key position in the food supply chain. First, supermarkets not 

only have a significant influence on customers, but also on the suppliers of food 

products (Buurman & Velghe, 2014). For example, supermarkets decide which food 

products are on the shelves and what quality requirements are needed for particular 

products. Supermarkets can influence the food supply chain at a very early stage, 

because purchasing standards of the retail sector may cause food waste at for 

example the farming stage (Buurman & Velghe, 2014; Göbel, Langen, Blumenthal, 

Teitscheid & Ritter, 2015). This means that supermarkets could decrease food waste 

by changing their purchasing standards. Second, supermarkets in European countries 
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collect large amounts of food at their stores. When these amounts of food are not sold 

for whatever reason, relatively much food is wasted at one place (Scholz et al., 2015). 

According to Brancoli, Rousta, & Bolton (2017), reducing food waste in such highly 

concentrated places yields more benefits than for example reducing food waste in 

households. When supermarkets are able to reduce the waste in these large amounts 

of food in their store, food waste is regulated more centrally. This could make the 

reduction of food waste more efficient. In conclusion, supermarkets’ key position in the 

food retail sector means that they play an important role in potentially reducing food 

waste and corresponding environmental damages.  

 

Human decision-making 

Decision-making is the process of making a choice between different possibilities 

(Fellows, 2004). According to Fellows (2004), human decision-making is a complex 

process, which involves different information flows. For example, a human decision 

can be based on sensory inputs, autonomous and emotional responses, associations 

with accidents in the past, and future goals (Fellows, 2004). In addition, these 

information flows are embedded in aspects such as time, uncertainty and risks before 

the human takes a decision and chooses a suitable action or behavior (Fellows, 2004).  

According to Hollihan & Baaske (2015), humans make choices in their decision-making 

process between options based on personal aspects such as knowledge, personal 

view of the world, goals and values. Underlying to the decision-making process is the 

type of rationality which is used in the decision-making process.  

Max Weber formulizes different types of rationality, on which the decision-

making process could be based: formal rationality and substantive rationality (Kalberg, 

1980). For decision-making in organizations, these two rationalities are not only 

important but also contradictory, because both rationalities result in decisions based 

on other aspects. Formal rationality will be further described in the section below. 

Substantive rationality refers to a set of values that guide humans through their daily 

life (Kalberg, 1980). Decision-making based on substantive rationality refers to a 

choice in means to ends informed and guided by human values (Lindebaum, Vesa & 

Den Hond, 2019). In the context of decisions, substantive rationality organizes actions 

into patterns on the basis of past, present of future values (Lindebaum et al., 2019). 

So, according to Max Weber, human decision-making is mostly based on substantive 

rationality, which takes personal values, qualities and experiences of the decision-
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maker into account. The opposite is found in algorithmic decision-making in AI. This 

will be further described in the next section. 

 

Artificial intelligence  

Artificial intelligence is defined as “the capability of machine learning just like humans 

and the ability to respond to certain behaviors also known” (Singh, 2020, p.9). 

According to Singh (2020), AI became more and more important in the last decades 

due to technological developments. In an organizational context, AI already replaces 

jobs and tasks that were previously performed by humans (Norman, 2017). Especially 

tasks that are repetitive and not very complex could be performed better by AI than 

humans, because AI is more efficient and accurate (Teng, 2019). Basically, humans 

can do anything that AI can, but on some tasks, AI generates output much faster (Teng, 

2019).  

McKinsey & Company (2018) go one step further. They believe that AI is not 

only helpful in repetitive and non-complex tasks, but it could also simulate a certain 

human cognitive functioning. They describe AI as “the ability of algorithms to perform 

cognitive functions associated with human minds”. Examples of these functions are 

perceiving, reasoning, learning, environmental interacting, problem solving and 

creative thinking (McKinsey & Company, 2018). In his book, Smith (2019) describes 

the history of AI in a critical way based on three waves. In every wave, Smith (2019) 

states the synthetic forms of artificial intelligence typical of that wave and he explains 

how humans should react on these forms of artificial intelligence. Nowadays, we are 

in the second wave. Artificial intelligence in the second wave is characterized by 

machine learning, which implicates the ability of algorithms to keep improving 

themselves without human help (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017; De Laat, 2018). The 

fact that algorithms can learn autonomously makes the algorithmic decision-making 

less transparent, causing a decreased understanding of algorithmic decision-making 

by humans (Smith, 2019). In a potential third wave, AI could also take aspects such as 

context, time and history in account (Smith, 2019). In this way, AI could take for 

example emotions in their decision-making process into account. Nowadays, AI is 

widely used in different technological applications such as robots, computers, virtual 

agents and machine learning in order to solve complex business problems (McKinsey 

& Company, 2018). 
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According to Coppin (2004, p.4), AI “involves using methods based on the 

intelligent behavior of humans and other animals to solve complex problems”. This 

implicates that there is a difference between AI and human intelligence. In fact, with 

this definition Coppin suggests that the intelligence of an algorithm is not equal to 

human intelligence. The suggestion from Coppin was confirmed by Li & Du (2017). 

According to Li & Du (2017), AI tends to simulate the activities in the human brain by 

using symbolic logic and formalizing knowledge. In this way, AI can imitate, but never 

be equal to the way that the human brain functions. However, the purpose of AI is to 

create features in computer software which are associated with human intelligence, so 

that the computer software can act like a human being (Lucci & Kopec, 2015).  

 

Algorithmic decision-making  

The role of AI in organizational decision-making becomes more and more important 

for organizations and humans who work in these organizations (Lindebaum et al., 

2019). One specific application of AI in organizations is algorithmic decision-making. 

Lindebaum et al. (2019) define algorithmic decision-making as “automatic decision-

making based on predefined rules or goals” (Lindebaum et al., 2019, p.3). In addition, 

an algorithm can make predictions based on training data and feedback from humans, 

by making connections between these input data and the predicted output (McKinsey 

& Company, 2018). These predictions can guide the decision-making process. 

However, the decision-making process is not always performed successfully. For 

example, it is desirable to look carefully at algorithmic decision-making in authorities 

such as 'Uitvoeringsinstituut Werknemersverzekeringen’ (UWV) and tax authorities in 

the Netherlands (NRC, 2020). At UWV, computer systems assign a risk score to 

applicants for social benefits. Based on this risk score, humans make a decision about 

whether or not to grant a social benefit to an applicant. However, it turned that these 

humans do not know on the basis of which information the system calculates a risk 

score (NRC, 2020). In addition, tax authorities in the Netherlands have used a secret 

registration system for over 20 years, in which 180.000 Dutch citizens suspected of 

fraud were blacklisted without their own knowledge (NRC, 2020). The data system 

behind this blacklist used information about Dutch citizens of which the truth cannot be 

proven (NRC, 2020). In fact, these citizens could not defend themselves from the 

information on the list either because they did not even know they were mentioned on 
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the list in the first place. The examples above make clear that there can be serious 

doubts about the legitimacy of far-reaching decisions by algorithms about humans. 

Algorithms use formal rationality in order to make decisions (Lindebaum et al., 

2019). In contrast to substantive rationality, formal rationality considers abstract formal 

rules and procedures. In the context of actions, formal rationality leads to actions based 

on quantitative calculations founded in law, rules or regulations (Kalberg, 1980). 

Formal rationality is perpendicular to substantive rationality in the context of decision-

making. Where substantive rationality is based on aspects such as personal 

experiences and values, formal rationality focuses only on calculations, standard 

procedures and other fact-based rules. 

 It is helpful to understand the different types of automatic decisions that 

algorithms can make. According to Diakopoulos (2016), the following processes can 

be involved in the decision-making process by algorithms: prioritizing, classification, 

association and filtering. First of all, algorithms can prioritize particular information by 

emphasizing certain things at the expense of other information. In doing so, all the 

attention is focused on the information that is emphasized, which leads to 

discrimination of particular information (Diakopoulos, 2016). Second, algorithms can 

classify particular information or things in specific categories by considering the key 

characteristics of that category. However, the opportunities for bias, uncertainty or 

mistakes increase when classification becomes automated by algorithms 

(Diakopoulos, 2016). Third, algorithms can create relationships between certain 

information or things in order to make associations. These associations can be used 

in the decision-making process. However, the biggest issue of association decision-

making by algorithms is the possibility that correlations of information are unfairly 

assimilated into causal relations (Diakopoulos, 2016). When interpreting the output of 

AI, humans need to be very careful in drawing conclusions from this output. Finally, 

algorithms can make decisions based on filtering by either including or excluding 

particular information (Diakopoulos, 2016). Included information is used by the 

algorithms in order to make decisions and give output. Excluded information is not 

used by the algorithms and is therefore not processed in the output. Algorithms filter 

information that will be included or excluded by using standard rules of criteria, which 

can result in censorship. Especially the so called ‘false positives’, in which the output 

wrongly indicates the presence of a condition such as a disease, have negative 

consequences when it comes to decisions about humans and properties (Diakopoulos, 
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2016). According to Diakopoulos (2016), it is important to take these common 

mistakes, such as discrimination and censorship, that may happen into account when 

using AI algorithms in the decision-making process. Mintzberg (1994) has already 

made this suggestion 25 years ago. In his research, Mintzberg assumed that formal 

rationality in algorithmic decision-making actually can be valuable if the limitations and 

assumptions are taken into account.  

 However, even if these assumptions are validated, AI and algorithmic decision-

making still have vulnerabilities, risks and limitations. According to Brynjolfsson & 

Mcafee (2017), the biggest issue with decision-making by algorithms is that algorithms 

are not transparent in how they make particular decisions. This means that for humans, 

it is not always exactly clear how the algorithms’ output is made. Furthermore, 

algorithms cannot explain how particular choices are established. For example, an 

algorithm cannot argue why specific information becomes either included or excluded. 

As a result, processing data by algorithms can be experienced as a “blackbox” for 

humans (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017; Lindebaum et al., 2019). The lack of algorithms’ 

transparency can make the algorithmic decision-making process susceptible for 

different risks as described below.  

First, there can be hidden mistakes in the input data that is used by the 

algorithms. As mentioned before, this may lead to biases and eventually mistakes in 

the output data (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017; Lindebaum et al., 2019). The problem 

here is that these biases in the output data do not stem from one specific fact-based 

rule or calculation, but from interactions among many aspects in the input data. 

Therefore, it is hard to detect these biases (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017). Second, 

because of the complexity of aspects on which the algorithm makes decisions, 

preserving an algorithms’ reliability in all situations is very difficult (Brynjolfsson & 

Mcafee, 2017). This lack of reliability in algorithmic decision-making can be 

problematic in certain critical emergency situations such as life or death cases in 

hospitals (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017). For example, a doctor cannot rely on 

decisions of an algorithm when the reliability of the algorithm is not always high. Finally, 

keeping control about the outcomes of the algorithmic decision-making process is very 

difficult (Lindebaum et al., 2019). According to Brynjolfsson & Mcafee (2017), detecting 

and correcting incorrect output data resulting from biases in algorithms can be difficult. 

Lindebaum et al. (2019) describe substantive rationality as a requirement in correcting 

these mistakes. That means, in order to deviate from formal rationality and achieve 
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change in the decision-making process, substantive rationality is needed. This actually 

implicates that, in order to track down mistakes, make modifications and corrections 

and keep control of the algorithms’ outcomes, human interaction with the algorithm is 

necessary.  

 

Algorithms and humans 

As mentioned before, there is a difference between human and algorithmic decision-

making. According to Lindebaum et al (2019), algorithmic decision-making is based on 

formal rationality, while humans always use substantive rationality in their decision-

making process. Unlike substantive rationality, the decision-making process based on 

formal rationality does not take into account phenomena such as diversity, complexity, 

spontaneity and unpredictability (Lindebaum et al., 2019). In addition, if the decision-

making process is fully based on formal rationality, substantive rationality can be 

suppressed (Lindebaum et al., 2019). In this way, the decision-making process only 

takes calculations and facts into account and does not pay attention to aspect such as 

values and experiences. It may even be the case that substantive rationality is 

suppressed in such a way that it transforms into formal rationality (Lindebaum et al., 

2019). This is called ‘formalization’ (Lindebaum et al., 2019). 

Formalization occurs when substantive rationality is expressed in standard rules 

and procedures, causing a formal rationalized decision-making process (Lindebaum 

et al., 2019). The formalization process may result in developing standard rules and 

information which are implemented in all situations rather than adapting the knowledge 

to one specific situation which would actually be required for substantive rationality 

(Lindebaum et al., 2019). In the context of the decision-making process, automated 

decision-making without substantive rationality also means that human experience is 

less and less involved in the process (Lindebaum et al., 2019).  

Nowadays, algorithms are developed in such a way that they are able to function 

as autonomously as possible (Endsley, 2016). In addition, the more the algorithms 

function autonomously, the less likely it is that humans interact with these algorithms 

and perform manual controls when necessary (Endsley, 2016). In fact, in some 

industries, AI already replaces human decision-making. In many identification-, 

cognition-, analysis- and also decision-making processes humans are often no longer 

involved (Xiong, 2019). In case of identification processes, algorithms can be used to 

profile and identify criminals. Furthermore, in cognition processes such as Google 
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adverts, algorithms determine which adverts people see. For analyses processes used 

at online platforms such as Youtube, algorithms control whether the music and lyrics 

of a song have copyrights.  

 However, a complete replacement of humans on the work floor is not the most 

likely consequence of the increased use of AI (Wilson & Daugherty, 2018). According 

to Lindebaum et al. (2019), humans are responsible for the creation of AI. In addition, 

the standard rules and classifications which algorithms use and learn from are 

designed by humans (Thomas, Noel-Storr, Marshall, Wallace, McDonald, 

Mavergames & Elliott, 2017). Some studies even suggest that combining the qualities 

of humans and algorithms may result in many organizational benefits because they 

can enhance each other’s strengths (Pyle & San Jose, 2015; Wilson & Daugherty, 

2018). Wilson & Daugherty (2018) describe a framework of human characteristics 

versus characteristics of algorithms and how they can both be used best in 

organizations. According to Wilson & Daugherty (2018), there are three specific human 

activities which enable AI: 1) training, 2) explaining and 3) sustaining. First, humans 

have to train algorithms in correctly performing the work that they are designed to do. 

Also, humans have to teach algorithms how they can best interact with humans. 

Second, as mentioned before, a big problem of algorithms processing data is the lack 

of transparency leading to a so called “blackbox”. Therefore, human experts should be 

able to explain why an algorithm behaves in a specific way. For example, when an 

algorithm failed during a medical surgery it is important that humans can explain what 

went wrong and how the mistake can be prevented next time. Third, humans have to 

ensure a performance of algorithms in a proper, safe and responsible way. This means 

for example that human engineers continuously have to anticipate on the process and 

output of the algorithms in order to prevent harm caused by the algorithm.  

Wilson & Daugherty (2018) also describe three characteristics of algorithms 

which can assist humans in different ways: 1) amplifying, 2) interacting and 3) 

embodying. First, algorithms can amplify the analytic skills and decision-making 

abilities of humans by showing the necessary information in a specific situation. For 

example, the algorithms in the ‘skyscanner’ website can provide humans with 

comparisons of different flights and corresponding costs. Second, algorithms enable 

humans to interact with each other in more and effective ways. For example, Skype 

makes it possible to communicate face-to-face with individuals all over the world. Third, 
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algorithms can be embodied in form of a robot, which support a human being in 

different industries such as laboratories and factories.  

 As mentioned before, a satisfactory outcome would be a situation in which 

humans and algorithms can work together effectively (Pyle & San Jose, 2015; Wilson 

& Daugherty, 2018). According to Diakopoulos (2016), while algorithms deliver 

suggestions and information during the decision-making process, humans often give 

instructions, set requirements, and take care of the final decision to work with. In 

addition, Brynjolfsson & Mcafee (2017) suggest that it hardly ever happens that AI 

replace humans in the entire job, process or business model. Instead, AI is often a 

complementary resource, which makes the actual work that has to be done by humans 

even more efficient (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017). Besides, the more algorithms are 

implemented and used in an organization, the more human skills such as creativity 

and planning are necessary in order to guide these implementations in a correct way 

(Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017).  

 

Focus on organizations 

Murray, Rhymer & Sirmon (2020) describe four forms in which humans and algorithms 

can share capacity in organizations: 1) conjoined agency with assisting technologies, 

2) conjoined agency with arresting technologies, 3) conjoined agency with augmenting 

technologies and 4) conjoined agency with automating technologies. When 

implementing the algorithms, all of the forms have impact on organizational practices 

and responsiveness to these organizational practices to feedback over time (Murray 

et al., 2020). Based on the characteristics and impact of the four forms, organizations 

can decide how they want to incorporate certain forms into their organizational design 

(Murray et al., 2020).  

According to Murray et al. (2020), conjoined agency with assisting technologies 

refers to tools and artifacts, such as Skype or Microsoft software, that are used by 

humans. Conjoined agency with arresting technology refers to algorithms that 

automatically carry out tasks without humans when conditions are satisfied and when 

the algorithms have exclusive implementing power over these tasks. Examples of 

conjoined agency with arresting technology are smart contracts, which automatically 

facilitate, verify or enforce the negotiation of execution of a contract. Conjoined agency 

with augmenting technologies refers to algorithms that dig through large amounts of 

data, detect patterns and provide predictive recommendations that humans can use. 
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In this way, the algorithms can complement humans in their practice (Murray et al., 

2020). Examples of conjoined agency with augmenting technologies are structured 

machine learning algorithms in predefined databases of online retail platforms, which 

make proposals for consumers based on patterns in large data sets (Murray et al., 

2020). Most traditional machine learning algorithms work with structured data. Finally, 

conjoined agency with automating technologies refers to algorithms that process 

unstructured data, such as e-mails and videos and multiple information flows without 

human input. (Murray et al., 2020) In addition, these algorithms continuously learn to 

improve their analyses. Examples of conjoined agency with automating technologies 

are unstructured machine learning algorithms such as interactive chatbots that help 

online customers based on their personal preferences.  

In addition, Raisch & Krakowski (2020) discuss automation and augmentation 

in organizations. According to Raisch & Krakowski (2020), automation refers to a 

replacement of humans in organizational tasks. Augmentation refers to a close 

collaboration of humans and algorithms in organizational tasks. However, it is not 

always possible to separate automation from augmentation in organizations, causing 

an area of tension (Raisch & Krakowski, 2020). In order to benefit from automation and 

augmentation anyway, organizations need to incorporate both automation and 

augmentation in their organizational design (Raisch & Krakowski, 2020). When this 

incorporation in the organization is realized, automation and augmentation can 

complement each other (Raisch & Krakowski, 2020).  

According to Gaudreault, Quimper, Marier, Bouchard, Chéné & Bouchard 

(2017), a special form of decision-making systems in which human and algorithms 

combine their forces are the so called ‘Mixed-Initiative-Systems’. Gaudreault et al. 

(2017) propose that Mixed-Initiative-Systems can optimize the tactical supply chain 

planning by informing the decision-maker about the correct value of particular variables 

for an optimal solution and enabling the decision-maker to change this value if 

necessary. When the decision-maker increases or decreases the value of a variable, 

the algorithm calculates and shows the new optimal solution immediately. This 

interactive way of working between humans and algorithms can reduce costs and 

maximize goals of the organization (Gaudreault et al., 2017). This is especially the 

case for mid-term and long-term production planning problems, which sometimes arise 

in supply chain processes (Gaudreault et al., 2017).  
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Focus on retail sector 

Automatic replenishment systems in supermarkets use algorithms as a basis of their 

decision-making process. These algorithms have to take many aspects into account, 

such as meeting the customers’ wishes and experiences, preventing economical 

losses and wasting spoiled food as little as possible (Kill et al., 2018). For this last 

aspect, a sustainable replenishment system in which as little food as possible is wasted 

is extremely important, as Kill et al. (2018) suggest that wasting food is often caused 

by wrong demand estimates and poor replenishment decisions. Nowadays, managing 

adequate replenishment decision-making is challenging, For example, the expansion 

of products offered in supermarkets (Trienekens, Wognum, Beulens & van der Vorst, 

2012) and the unpredictability of which products will be sold on particular days (Taylor 

& Fearne, 2009) lead to difficulties in consistently adequate estimates of how many 

products a supermarket needs to stock. As stated before, an automatic replenishment 

system may have beneficial outcomes in reducing food waste at supermarkets (Kill et 

al., 2018).  

Automatic replenishment systems are general ICT-systems, which monitor the 

products that are actually needed rather than placing orders on a standard basis. With 

the help of algorithms, automatic replenishment systems compute how many products 

are needed in a specific store (Kill et al., 2018). The algorithms submit a proposal for 

the replenishment based on transactional information, such as the number of products 

scanned at the checkout, the amount of waste and characteristics of the current period 

(weather, holiday periods etcetera). In other words, orders are made based on 

predictions and tracking of sold products in the supermarket. In large supermarket 

chains, the products are tracked by automatic systems every day (Buurman & Velghe, 

2014). How much supermarkets order of a specific product depends on the 

characteristics of this product (Buurman & Velghe, 2014). For example, fresh products 

are ordered more frequently than products with a more distant expiration date 

(Buurman & Velghe, 2014). Although automatic replenishment systems make the 

stocking of products more efficient, the systems also have disadvantages (van 

Donselaar, Gaur, van Woensel, Broekmeulen & Fransoo, 2010). For example, the 

algorithms cannot always calculate the sales potential correctly due to unpredictable 

aspects, such as changing weather forecasts, offers of the week and general moods 

of customers (Buurman & Velghe, 2014; van Donselaar et al., 2010). In order to 

respond to these unpredictable aspects properly, the order proposal suggested by the 
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algorithms can be changed by the store manager (van Donselaar et al., 2010). This 

means that despite the fact that automatic replenishment systems function 

independently in their decision-making process, humans have a controlling function. If 

necessary, humans can make adjustments in the final decision and final order. In 

accordance with Gaudreault et al. (2017), interacting of humans and algorithms in 

automatic replenishment systems may result in increased strengths of both capacities. 

In other words, humans and algorithms can help each other by anticipating on each 

other’s qualities and shortcomings. In addition, humans and algorithms can 

complement each other if necessary. In this way, optimal use can be made of their 

strengths.  

 

In conclusion, AI is widely used to optimize various processes in organizations, 

including the replenishment process of supermarkets. Some studies even suggest that 

AI will eventually replace humans. Albert Heijn uses an automatic replenishment 

system based on algorithms, which could be helpful in reducing food waste. The 

decision-making process of algorithms is based on formal rationality, whereas the 

decision-making process of humans is based on substantive rationality. According to 

the literature, both types of rationality need each other in order to generate a final 

decision. In fact, the interaction between humans and algorithms may even enhance 

each other’s strengths.   

 

Method 

Research design  

As mentioned in the first section, this study attempts to provide more insight in the 

decision-making processes in the automatic replenishment system in Dutch 

supermarkets. A case study was used in order to investigate the above issue. A case 

study is a form of qualitative research, in which specific social phenomena are studied 

in detail and in context (Bryman, 2012). In this way, the ‘case’ can be a person, a group 

or even a whole organization with specific characteristics (Bryman, 2012).  According 

to Yin (2014), a case study fits well when the research question concerns a ‘how’- 

question, when the main issue takes place in the present and when the researcher has 

no control over the cases and situations. Therefore, in this study, using a case study 

was the best option to investigate the research question. Case studies are part of 

qualitative research. A qualitative research design fits this study well for two reasons. 
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First, despite the fact that the core concepts food waste, human decision-making, 

algorithmic decision-making and automatic replenishment are frequently described 

and investigated concepts, the relationship between these concepts is still unexplored. 

Using a qualitative research design can be helpful in order to generate input for new 

theories about these relations (Bryman, 2012). Second, qualitative research focuses 

on aspects such as interpretations and experiences of people. In this study, 

interpretations of respondents with respect to the automatic replenishment system 

must be investigated in order to answer the research question. Usually, different 

qualitative research methods are used in case studies (Yin, 2014). This study was 

conducted using annual reports and semi-structured interviews. In total, five annual 

rapports were readed, and 14 interviews were conducted.  

 

Setting and respondents 

This study was conducted at the Dutch supermarket chain ‘Albert Heijn’. Albert Heijn 

is the oldest and largest supermarket chain in the Netherlands (van Helvoort, 2014). 

Albert Heijn belongs to Ahold Delhaize, one of the biggest retailer companies 

worldwide (Ahold Delhaize, 2018). Nowadays, Albert Heijn has 966 supermarket 

stores in the Netherlands (Feddema & Yen, 2019). Albert Heijn is not only the largest 

supermarket chain, but also has a leading position in technology in the Dutch retail 

sector (Capgemini, 2008). For example, Albert Heijn has developed an automated 

system that adjusts prices of products according to their expiration date: products with 

shorter expiration dates are reduced in price. With this so-called dynamic pricing 

system, Albert Heijn wants to sell products that might otherwise soon go to waste for 

less money, which helps preventing food waste (Weber et al., 2011). Furthermore, 

Albert Heijn has opened the first stores without cash desks in the Netherlands (van 

Woensel, 2018). Customers simply have to download an app and scan the prices of 

the products with their cell phone. After ten minutes, the amount is debited from their 

bank account. In September 2019, Albert Heijn went one step further by introducing a 

store without cash desks and scans. The groceries of the customers, who check in 

using their debit card, are monitored by sensors and cameras. When the customer 

leaves the store, a payment is made automatically (Telegraaf, 2019). The innovations 

described above show that Albert Heijn has a clear technological focus, which they 

want to use to take advantage from their leading market position and realizing their 

future global goals.  
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In their annual rapport of 2018, Albert Heijn mentioned that reducing food waste 

is one of their priorities concerning sustainability. In fact, Albert Heijn wants to decrease 

their food waste up to 50% by 2030 (compared to the percentage of food waste in 

2015). To achieve this ambition, Albert Heijn uses smart replenishment systems in 

order to match the number of stocked products in the supermarkets to the expected 

sales and therefore, reduce the amounts of remaining products as much as possible 

(Albert Heijn, 2018). This makes Albert Heijn a very suitable context to conduct this 

study.  

  As mentioned before, a case study was used in order to answer the research 

question. 14 respondents with different backgrounds and expertise were selected to 

participate in this case study. All respondents work with the automatic replenishment 

system of the supermarket. This made these respondents suitable for this study. 

Among the group of respondents, there were 13 store managers and 1 team lead.  

This study was conducted in 14 different stores of Albert Heijn. In every store, I 

interviewed one respondent. A distinction must be made between ‘Albert Heijn 

neighborhood’ stores and ‘Albert Heijn to-go’ stores. Neighborhood stores are large 

stores where people can do all their daily groceries. To-go stores are much smaller 

and sell food and drinks suitable for fast consumption. In these stores, people quickly 

walk in, by some lunch or coffee and continue their trip. However, both neighborhood 

stores and to-go stores use their automatic replenishment system in the same way. In 

total, I interviewed 10 respondents working at ‘Albert Heijn neighborhood stores’ and 

4 respondents working at ‘Albert Heijn to-go’ stores.  

 

Data collection 

In order to increase the credibility of this study, a database was set up, in which de 

burden of proof was collected (Yin, 2014). For example, sound recordings, field notes 

and collected documents were put into the database. I decided to collect data both by 

annual reports and interviews. These methods were complementary to each other. 

Where the annual reports showed the context of the case, the semi structured 

interviews helped to answer the research question. In the section below, I explain why 

both methods of collecting data were suitable for this study and how exactly they were 

used. 
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Annual reports 

For this study, three annual reports and two sustainable retailing reports were collected 

and analyzed. The annual reports give an overview of general important themes during 

the year such as business, governance, performance and investors. In the sustainable 

reports, a deep dive is made into sustainability at Albert Heijn. These reports include 

themes such as the sustainable vision and strategy of Albert Heijn, approaches in order 

to achieve sustainable goals and the exact results achieved. A conscious choice was 

made to focus only on the reports from 2016 to 2018, because in 2016 sustainable 

retailing became part of the strategy of Ahold Delhaize. All of the reports were publicly 

available on the website of Ahold Delhaize. The most important purpose of 

organizations’ annual reports used to be sharing their accounting information with 

stakeholders. However, according to Crowther (2018), current annual reports have an 

outward- and forward-looking focus, in which more and more attention is paid to social 

and environmental aspects. In this way, annual reports about for example 

sustainability, are usually made by organizations in order to inform their stakeholders 

about the social and environmental activities and strategies of the organizations (Tate, 

Ellram & Kirchoff, 2010). Despite the note that annual reports are valuable for providing 

insights in an organizations’ intentions and results in the field of for example 

sustainability (Tate et al., 2010), annual reports also have a downside which should be 

noted. The information in the reports could be inconsistent with the actual results. An 

explanation of this discrepancy could be that annual reports have a certain purpose, 

such as sharing information with important stakeholders. Logically, organizations want 

to prevent bad publicity motivated by their own annual results. This could possibly 

cause distortions in the reports (Yin, 2014).  

 

Interviews 

In total, 14 semi structured interviews were conducted with employees with different 

backgrounds and educations. Using semi-structured interviews, a certain structure in 

order to compare results is preserved, increasing validity (Bernard, 2006). At the same 

time, there is space to keep the natural course of the conversation and follow up on 

certain answers, which can provide insight in underlying issues, motives and 

experiences of the respondents (Bryman, 2012). However, the information provided 

from interviews is not always correct (Diefenbach, 2009). For example, due to 

untruthful information from the interviewees or misleading questions from the 
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interviewer. This incorrect information can affect the internal validity. According to 

Diefenbach (2009), this issue can be forestalled by increasing the number of interviews 

and increasing the number of interviewees. Both strategies were used in this study in 

order to maintain internal validity. All interviews were recorded and transcribed 

afterwards. Recording the interviews leads to more accuracy and objectivity, which 

both increase the credibility of the study (Yin, 2014).  

 

Operationalization 

In qualitative research, operationalization is used to make units measurements 

researchable (Bryman & Bell, 2015). In this study, operationalization made it possible 

to explore the research question and the core concepts of the theoretical framework. 

First of all, the annual reports were readed in order to provide some general 

background information about the supermarket’s policy in reducing food waste. 

Second, the core concepts of this study as described in the theoretical framework 

became measurable by writing out and specifying these concepts as shown in table 1. 

Based on the elaboration of the concepts, a topic list for the interviews was set up. The 

complete topic list can be found in Appendix A. 
 

Table 1. operationalization of the core concepts. 
Core concept Definitions Sub concepts 

 
Food waste  
 
 

Food waste is defined as edible food, intended for 
human consumption, that is thrown away 
somewhere in the food supply chain 
(Gustavsson et al., 2011). 
 

Food waste in the retail sector / 
supermarket  
 
 
  

Human 
decision-
making 

Human decision-making refers to the process of 
making a choice between different possibilities. This 
process is based on different information flows 
(Fellows, 2004) 
 
Substantive rationality refers to a set of values that 
guide human individuals through their daily life 
(Kalberg, 1980). 

Substantive rationality 
 
 
 
 
Decision-making in 
replenishment by humans 

   
Algorithmic 
decision-
making 
 

Algorithmic decision-making is defined as 
“automatic decision-making based on predefined 
rules or goals” (Lindebaum et al., 2019, p.3). 
 
Formal rationality refers to a set of formal rules and 
procedures that leads to actions based in 
quantitative calculations founded in law, rules or 
regulations (Kalberg, 1980). 

Formal rationality 
 
 
 
Decision-making in 
replenishment by the system 
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Automatic 
replenishment 
 

Automatic replenishment systems are defined as 
general ICT-systems which use algorithms to 
compute how many products are needed in a 
specific store (Kill et al., 2018). 
 

Using automatic replenishment 
in the supermarket 
 
Impact of automatic 
replenishment 

 

Data analyses  

While reading the annual and sustainable reports, particular attention was paid on how 

the topic ‘food waste’ was discussed in these reports. For example, does the 

information in the reports only indicate that food waste in the supermarket must be 

reduced? Or does it for example also point to a concrete way in which the policy must 

be implemented in order to optimize the automatic replenishment system and reduce 

food waste?  

 The semi structured interviews were analyzed using the software program 

ATLAS.ti, a computer program which can be used for analyzing qualitative research 

data (Yin, 2014). For this study, an interpretative approach was used, which means 

that research data is reduced and organized in such a way that patterns may become 

visible (Gioia, Corley & Hamilton, 2013). The practical implementation of this approach 

was to apply codes to the interviews’ transcripts, so that the transcripts could be 

compared. According to Bryman (2012), a widely used coding method consists of three 

phases: open coding, axial coding and selective coding. In the open coding phase, all 

interview transcripts were completely perused, and codes were assigned to relevant 

parts of the text. In the axial code phase, the formed open codes were compared, 

grouped and gathered under specific categories. In the selective phase, the 

overarching categories as arranged in the axial phase were compared and possible 

relationships between these categories were investigated. Finally, possible links 

between the theoretical concepts and the practical findings were made. The coding 

process and information about the codes used in this study can be found in Appendix 

B. The coding scheme can be found in Appendix C. 
 

Results 
Annual reports 

As mentioned before, reading the annual reports provided organizational context and 

a good understanding of the strategy and vision of Albert Heijn towards food waste. In 

the annual report of 2016, Ahold Delhaize reveals a new strategy: “Better Together.” 

This strategy is operationalized in their sustainable business model. An important pillar 
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in this business model for this study is the “save for our customers” pillar, in which 

Ahold Delhaize promises to waste less food. An important part of the Better Together 

strategy is sustainable retailing, in which reducing food waste comes forward as one 

of the three priorities. Working with suppliers on innovations in order to reduce food 

waste is described as one of the tactics to achieve this purpose. In the annual report 

of 2017, these pillars are further elaborated. Using Food Loss & Waste Protocol, Ahold 

Delhaize states that they have been measuring food waste since 2016 in order to start 

better managing the issue. In addition, Ahold Delhaize promised in this report to reduce 

their own food waste by 20 percent between 2016 and 2020. Furthermore, the annual 

report of 2017 contains a separate overview of the sustainability performance of the 

past year. In the annual report of 2018, the sustainability overview becomes included 

in the overall performances of Ahold Delhaize, which indicates a stronger focus on 

sustainability than before. In the annual report of 2018, Ahold Delhaize combines the 

“waste less” statement with specific technological innovations for the first time. For 

example, next-generation replenishment is specifically mentioned as a measure to 

reduce food waste. Furthermore, in 2018 Ahold Delhaize published a sustainability 

report for the first time, in which different strategies to reduce food waste are made 

visible. Examples of these strategies are 1) using “35 percent off stickers”, 2) making 

adjustments to the “at least shelf-stable codes” and 3) donating unsold food to Dutch 

food banks, restaurants and catering or to customers via the “too good to go 

application”. These strategies and actions of Albert Heijn in reducing food waste with 

technological innovations are confirmed by Meijsen (2019). In addition, Meijsen (2019) 

argues that Albert Heijn is already looking further at next options, such as better 

packaging and smarter logistics.  

In conclusion, with regard to the food waste issue, annual reports of Ahold 

Delhaize have become more specific about how they try to combat the food waste 

problem. Furthermore, Ahold Delhaize have used technological innovations 

increasingly in order to reduce food waste over the years.  

 

Automatic replenishment system 

The wish to combat food waste by using technological innovations can be practically 

expressed by the implementation of an automatic replenishment system. Albert Heijn 

uses an automatic replenishment system in their ordering process, which uses 

algorithms in order to decide whether or not to order products. The basis of the 
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decision-making process of these algorithms lies in three main variables in: 1) stock 

levels, 2) capacities of the shelves and 3) sales history of the store. Based on these 

variables, the replenishment system makes a prognosis of the expected sales figures.  

Keeping in mind the organizational desire of Albert Heijn to reduce food waste in 

supermarkets and the fact that Albert Heijn uses an automatic replenishment system 

in order to achieve this purpose, I spoke to managers about their experiences working 

with this system and their vision on using this system in order to reduce food waste.  

 First of all, it is worth mentioning that many managers stated that Albert Heijn is 

a commercial organization who wants to achieve her financial goals. This is for 

example reflected in the budgets that the managers must adhere to. Every Albert Heijn 

supermarket receives a budget from the head office. In this budget, not only aspects 

such as maximum percentages for cutting prices and destructions are included, but 

also the amount of time that may be spent on certain tasks. Some managers indicate 

that the budget is pre-programmed in such a way that they actually do not have much 

space for own interpretations. Some managers specifically named that the profits and 

time savings from using automated systems are immediately put in other aspects 

described in the pre-programmed budget.  

 
“It is also reflected in the budget: where you formerly could use 50 hours for something, you can 

now only use 30 hours. So, it is not the case that we can also focus on service and quality 

instead” (respondent 9). 

 
In addition to the little freedom in the execution of the budgets, managers experience 

sometimes feelings of little autonomy when it comes to the ordering process and layout 

of the store in general. This is actually determined entirely from the Head Office. On 

the one hand, managers think that this is a logical consequence of working with 

automated systems. When managers make too many adjustments in these systems, 

the systems crash in such a way that they no longer function properly and therefore, 

central control is required. On the other hand, these central decisions from the Head 

Office sometimes lead to consequences managers disagree with, such as not having 

a say in the amounts of products they receive in their supermarket. For example, many 

managers indicated that around the Christmas period, they receive too many 

Christmas products from the Head Office. Here, the managers do not have another 

choice than including these products in their assortments, even if they do not sell all 
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these products, which increases food waste in the store. In conclusion, pre-set rules 

for budgets and general store policies from the Head Office ensure that managers have 

little influence in how they organize their supermarket. 

 
“You are actually more of an executor within the company. It is already determined for you. You 

receive the plans from the Head Office, and you are allowed to carry it out” (respondent 8). 

 

When diving deeper into experiences of managers with the replenishment 

system of the supermarket, the interviews reveal that managers do not have any 

influence on the automatic ordering in general. However, managers actually do have 

influence on the variables on which the replenishment system bases its prognosis, 

such as stock levels and shelve capacities. For example, managers must provide 

correct stock levels in order to let the algorithms make correct prognoses. In practical 

terms, this means that managers count products and shelves every day in order to 

verify whether the amounts match with the stock levels.  

 
“It is actually a very smart system, but it depends on people. If you do not have your discounts 

  in order or you do not register destructions properly, it will never work correctly” (respondent 

  4). 

 

In fact, working with these variables ensures that managers are in some way able to 

interact with the automatic replenishment system. In this section, the exact way of how 

managers work with the automatic replenishment system will be described with the 

help of specific areas of tension. In these areas of tension, managers try to find a good 

balance between trusting the decision-making of the automatic replenishment system 

and using their own human decision-making. 
 

Areas of tension 

The main issues that managers face when working with the automatic replenishment 

system are subdivided into two areas of tension: 1) fact-based decision-making versus 

emotional-based decision-making and 2) environmental considerations versus 

commercial interests. In the first area of tension, decision-making processes of 

humans and algorithms will be described. Where algorithms use numbers and facts in 

order to make decisions, humans use feelings, emotions and experience in order to 

make decisions. In the second area of tension, varying interests between environment 
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and commerce are described. Finding a good balance between environmental 

considerations and commercial interests can cause tension in this area.  

 

Fact-based decision-making and emotional-based decision-making  

An important difference between humans and algorithms lies in the fact that humans 

often make their decisions based on intangible emotions and experiences, while 

algorithms make decisions based on tangible data and facts. In this context, managers 

referred to ‘fact-based decision-making’ by algorithms and ‘emotional decision-making’ 

by humans. These different forms of decisions-making sometimes bite each other, 

because the algorithms in the automatic replenishment system make decisions in the 

ordering process more often than humans. In this area of tension, human decision-

making by managers is sometimes suppressed: 

 
 “Everything is based on facts. You should not say anything based on experience” (respondent 

  4). 

 

Nevertheless, managers still trust their own decision-making. The reason may lie in 

the fact that almost all managers have been working at Albert Heijn for many years. In 

all these years, they have built up a lot of knowledge and experience. Managers 

indicate that if they reject the proposal of the algorithm or supplement the proposal with 

their own input, their decisions are mostly based on expertise and experience.  

In addition, managers indicate that human input is valuable because humans 

see what actually happens in their store. This means that managers and employees 

see the customers in their supermarket do their shopping. They recognize specific 

buying behavior with specific types of customers. They also notice when for example 

a product breaks during the day or when a thief tries to steal something. All these 

activities require human alertness, because the algorithms are not able to recognize 

and correct these issues. So, managers can give input to the automatic replenishment 

system based on expected estimates of real time activities in the store. The quotes 

below show this valuable addition of humans as follows:  
 

“Nobody knows what is going on in a supermarket as well as the people who actually work in 

the supermarket. There are so many aspects that influence certain purchasing behavior that the 

system can never keep up with” (respondent 10). 
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However, managers also experience disadvantages while working with an automatic 

replenishment system. For example, managers state that when the replenishment 

system has made a decision, there is almost not a possibility to make adjustments in 

this decision. In other words, system intrusion is very difficult to achieve, even in cases 

that it would be actually better if the decision of the algorithms would be adjusted by 

humans. For example, the weather forecast is one of the sub-variables that the 

automatic replenishment system takes into account. When it turns out that the weather 

forecast has made a wrong prediction, the calculated prognosis of sales by the 

automatic replenishment system could also be wrong. In this case, neither the 

automatic replenishment system nor managers can reverse the algorithms’ decision. 

Some managers even feel like losing some kind of control over the algorithms, 

because they cannot always change a decision made by the algorithm when 

necessary. 

 
“You can switch of course, but it is very difficult to switch last minute. For example, if it was 

predicted that the weather would be nice, but the weather becomes suddenly bad, the city is 

died out. And then you still receive the large quantities of products for a nice day” (respondent 

1). 

 

Nevertheless, most managers acknowledge that the algorithms often make the right 

decision, because of its fact-based reasoning. Given the fact that the algorithms base 

their decisions on stock levels, capacities of the shelves and sales history of the store, 

the automatic replenishment system knows exactly the quantities of each product that 

are going to be sold. Managers also acknowledge the weakness in human decision-

making. In specific, managers stated that human feelings and emotions are important 

potential aspects that can cause mistakes in the ordering process. For example, 

managers who want to keep their shelves full at any time of the day without taking 

stock levels and shelve capacities into account could make other decisions in the 

ordering process than the algorithm would do. These managers will probably order 

more products than estimated in the original proposal of the algorithm, causing an 

increased risk of food waste. This example clearly shows that decisions based on 

human emotions or feelings sometimes deviate from what is assumed from facts. Here, 

managers consciously or unconsciously overestimate the number of products needed 

to provide all customers with their groceries. The quotes below highlight this tension 

as follows: 
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“The system is much more precisely and accurately. In the past, you ordered products based 

on feelings and intuition and then sometimes you make mistakes. The system orders purely 

based on data” (respondent 5). 

 

“We sometimes make choices based on feelings and because we want to have a nice 

presentation of products in the store. And that is not always in accordance with the quality of a 

short shelf life product” (respondent 6).  

 

As mentioned above, a part of the tension between decision-making by humans and 

algorithms is due to the wish to have both full shelves and little loss. Ideally, the 

algorithms should generate a perfect balance between these aspects. However, this 

balance is also sometimes disturbed. Some managers indicated that human decisions 

such as ‘ordering extra products’ are often made out of fear of having empty shelves. 

The desire to have full shelves in de supermarket at any time of the day is by managers 

described as a human emotion. Therefore, ordering extra products also seems to be 

a human decision based on feelings of not wanting to disappoint the customer with 

empty shelves. The quotes below highlight this tension as follows: 

 
“We don’t want to throw away too much because we don’t want food waste. But we also want 

that customers who come to the store in the evening have the possibility to buy their bread for 

the next morning. This bites each other” (respondent 2).  

 

On the other side, managers also acknowledge that such decisions actually can have 

impact on the number of destructions in the store. In fact, some managers claimed that 

if humans no longer could make adjustments in the algorithms, there would be almost 

no loss at all: 
 

“If we would follow the system blindly and if we got the emotion out of our decisions 

completely, we would really have almost no loss at all, I think. But then you also have a 

somewhat empty store at certain moments” (respondent 9). 

 

During the interviews, managers also gave some suggestions in order to improve 

(working with) the replenishment system so that it could cause less food waste in the 

stores. A remarkable finding is that managers in almost all their suggestions remove 

human decision-making in order to achieve better results in improving the automatic 

replenishment system and reducing food waste. Although managers sometimes 
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experience a lack of autonomy from both the replenishment department and the 

automated system itself, they mention that automated systems actually could have 

benefits in combating food waste. In fact, when asking for any suggestions to combat 

food waste even more, almost all managers mentioned algorithms as the most 

promising tool. 

 
“What would really help are robots who fill in the shelves. Employees who fill in the shelves now 

make mistakes, which means that the system cannot make an optimal estimate of what must 

be ordered. You could prevent this with robots” (respondent 2).  

 

“I do expect that we can do something with dynamic price tags in the future. In this way, you 

can for example say, ‘I already do a 10% or 25% discount, so that it is more likely that it will be 

sold’. That is the dynamic pricing principle” (respondent 7). 

 

In conclusion, where algorithmic decision-making is based on number and facts, 

human decision-making is based on emotions and feelings. These differences create 

an area of tension. However, supermarket managers are satisfied with the functioning 

of the automatic replenishment system for various reasons. They even indicated that 

further automation of the replenishment system could help reduce food waste even 

more.  

 

Environmental considerations and commercial interests 

As mentioned before, finding a good balance between full shelves and little food waste 

in the supermarket is very difficult. Managers care about their customers and want their 

customers to be able to buy all products that they need at any time of the day, but they 

also want as little wasted food as possible. However, next to emotions and feelings, 

this balance contains a very important second aspect that has always been taken into 

consideration: money. Given the fact that Albert Heijn is a commercial organization 

with financial purposes and targets, it is not surprising that Albert Heijn wants to realize 

financial profits. However, next to financial results, sustainable retailing and making a 

social contribution are important strategic pillars of Albert Heijn. In this area of tension,  

supermarket managers and Albert Heijn try to find a good balance between 

environment and commerce: 
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 “We are very much driven by turnover. On the other hand, you also have the loss that should

  be as little as possible. That is an area of tension” (respondent 9). 

 

Some managers indicate that the Replenishment department of Albert Heijn also 

struggles in finding a good balance between environment and commerce. Since the 

annual report of 2018, sustainable retailing is included in the overall performances of 

Ahold Delhaize. Reducing food waste is an important aspect of this sustainable focus. 

In fact, Ahold Delhaize described in this report that technological innovations would 

help in achieving the wish for ‘wasting less’. Managers acknowledge that the 

algorithms are often driven by wasting as little food as possible in the supermarket. 

However, finding a good balance in the area of tension between environment and 

commerce seems difficult and is not always executed properly. For example, to what 

extent the algorithms are driven by wasting as little food as possible depends primarily 

on the financial results of Albert Heijn. In other words, when Albert Heijn is doing well 

financially, the Head Office focuses on little loss in the supermarkets. When the 

financial results are less high, the Head Office moves its focus to increasing financial 

results instead of reducing food waste. So, this shift in focus from the Head Office is 

almost always at the expense of reducing food waste in the supermarkets.  
  

“You can also notice that our Head Office is in a quandary. When the turnover is under pressure, 

the focus on loss is released. And the moment when loss runs out, the Head Office says that 

we should start focus on loss again” (respondent 9).  

 

Although almost all Albert Heijn stores work together with ‘Voedselbank’, the tension 

between environment and commerce shrines through in the attitude of managers when 

asking about reducing food waste with new initiatives such as ‘Instock’. Providing 

‘Voedselbank’ with remaining shelf life products does not seem problematic. For this 

reason, giving leftovers to ‘Voedselbank’ is a widely used strategy in reducing food 

waste at Albert Heijn stores. However, incorporating new strategies such as working 

together with ‘Instock’ is by some managers experienced as difficult, because selecting 

the right products takes a lot of time and effort, which makes it not always a priority.  

 
“We used to supply to ‘Instock’, but at the moment we put it on the back turner. It appears to be 

very difficult in to store to keep track of all those products” (respondent 11). 
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In conclusion, environmental considerations and commercial interests create an area 

of tension. On the one hand, Albert Heijn wants to maintain sustainable retailing and 

reducing food waste as much as possible as described in their annual reports. On the 

other hand, sustainable retailing must not be at the expense of financial results as 

derived from the findings of the interviews.  

 
Discussion 

In this section, findings derived from both the annual reports and the interviews will be 

discussed on the basis of the literature as described in the theoretical framework. The 

conclusion emerging from the patterns of results will answer the research question. 

Finally, limitations and directions for future research will be discussed and implications 

of this study will be described.  

 

Patterns of results 

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the decision-making processes in 

the automatic replenishment system in Dutch supermarkets. By doing so, this study 

tried to answer the following research question: “How do decision-making processes 

emerge in the automatic replenishment system in Dutch supermarkets?” The findings 

from the interviews show several areas of tension which managers experience in the 

interaction they have with the automatic replenishment system. The areas of tension 

can be accommodated into two main topics: the decision-making process and food 

waste.  

 

The decision-making process: humans and algorithms 

According to the results, the biggest tension while working with the automatic 

replenishment system managers mentioned was the difference between decisions 

made by the automatic replenishment system and decisions made by themselves. 

More specifically, decision-making by algorithms is always fact-based, while decision-

making by the managers is almost always based on aspects such as feelings, 

experience and emotions. This difference is consistent with Max Weber’s theory about 

different forms of rationality. According to Max Weber, human decision-making is 

based on substantive rationality, which takes aspects such as personal values and 

experiences into account. Automatic decision-making by algorithms is based on formal 

rationality, which is based on numbers, calculations, standard procedures and other 
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fact-based rules (Lindebaum et al., 2019). In line with previous research of Hollihan & 

Baaske (2015), managers mentioned exactly personal aspects such as knowledge, 

goals and emotions as a base for their decision-making in replenishment. Logically, 

the nature of human decision-making is not always consistent with the fact-based 

decision-making of the automatic replenishment system. It is also precisely this 

difference in decision-making that makes it sometimes difficult for managers to interact 

with the algorithms properly. For example, some managers mentioned the rigid 

decision-making of the algorithm as biggest disadvantage of the automatic 

replenishment system.  

In addition, making ad-hoc adjustments into the automatic replenishment system is 

sometimes not possible. Some managers even mentioned the experience of ‘losing 

control’ over the algorithms. With these statements, they indicate both the fact that they 

do not always understand why the algorithms sometimes make specific decisions and 

the feeling that they are not always be able to influence the decision-making process 

of the algorithms. These findings confirm the theory as described by Smith (2019). In 

his book, Smith (2019) show that we are now in the second wave of the development 

of artificial intelligence, in which algorithms are able to improve themselves without 

human help (Smith, 2019; Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017; De Laat, 2018). This makes 

the algorithms less transparent in their decision-making process (Smith, 2019). It is 

exactly this lack of transparency that supermarket managers experience in the 

decision-making process of the automatic replenishment system.  

The lack of transparency and influenceability of algorithms also show similarities 

with the theory of ‘formalization’, in which substantive rationality is suppressed due to 

standard rules and procedures of the formal rationalized decision-making process 

(Lindebaum et al., 2019). In this way, the substantive rationality of managers is 

suppressed in such a way that the replenishment of the supermarket is fully controlled 

by algorithms and human experience is less and less involved in the process 

(Lindebaum et al., 2019). 

However, substantive rationality and formal rationality need each other. Where 

formal rationality of algorithms can help humans in delivering suggestions and 

information, substantive rationality of humans is necessary in order to guide the 

algorithms and make adjustments if needed (Diakopoulos, 2016; Brynjolfsson & 

Mcafee, 2017; Wilson & Daughert, 2018). This supporting role of humans in the 

automatic replenishment system was mentioned by almost all managers. Findings 
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from the interviews suggest that the automatic replenishment system is not able to 

operate fully independent, because the algorithms need human input in order to 

function properly and make the correct decisions. For example, managers control the 

stock levels in the store every day. When these stock levels are incorrect managers 

have to make adjustments in the automatic replenishment system, otherwise the 

algorithms will order incorrect quantities of products. In line with previous research of 

Mols (2019), which states that algorithms need humans who understand the strengths 

and weaknesses and guide the algorithms in such a way that it can make the correct 

decisions, managers of the supermarket guide the algorithms of the replenishment 

system in order to optimize its functioning and decision-making in the ordering process.  

 According to Endsley (2016), automated systems based on algorithms can 

increasingly operate autonomously, which make it less likely that humans interact with 

these algorithms. Contrary to the study of Endsley (2016), the findings derived from 

the interviews in this study show that human input in the automatic replenishment 

system of the supermarket is actually very important. In fact, when asking about the 

importance of human decision-making, almost all managers stated that the current 

value of human decision-making lies in detecting mistakes and anticipating 

unpredictable aspects such as real-time proceedings in the store, unpredictive weather 

forecasts and customers’ mood. An explanation for this contradiction could be that the 

algorithms in the replenishment systems are not trained well enough by humans, 

making them unable to recognize these unpredictable aspects. According to Thomas 

et al. (2017), the standard rules and classifications which algorithms use and learn 

from are designed by humans. This means that humans have to provide algorithms 

with correct data before the algorithm can make correct decisions. When managers 

always register and correct inaccuracies in the automatic replenishment system, the 

algorithms in these systems will never be able to learn from mistakes. This also makes 

the algorithms unable to anticipate on such aspects and possibly correct inaccuracies 

themselves, causing that human input remains necessary.  

 

Food waste in the supermarket 

As described in previous research, the mismatch between the amount of ordering and 

selling products is one of the most important causes of food waste in the supermarket 

(Wageningen University & Research, 2014). At the same time, estimating correct 

amounts of required products is a big challenge for supermarkets (Stenmarck et al., 
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2011). As emerges from the interviews, the automatic replenishment system can 

actually help in calculating the sales prognosis correctly. Albert Heijn has a large 

database which contains variables such as sales history, customer numbers and store 

layout. The automatic replenishment system uses these variables in order to make 

estimations of the sales. In line with research of Kill et al. (2018), the automatic 

replenishment system bases its prognosis on transactional information, the amount of 

waste and characteristics of the customers and the period of the year. By doing so, the 

algorithms can make the ordering process more accurate which enhances the balance 

between full shelves and food waste. This may help in reducing food waste in the 

supermarket (Kill et al., 2018). It is exactly this accuracy that supermarket managers 

mentioned as a big advantage of the replenishment system. In fact, supermarket 

managers do believe that the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithms actually 

reduces the food waste in their supermarket store. Some managers go one step further 

and mentioned that further developing the automatic replenishment system 

technologically and at the same time decreasing human influence in the system could 

result in even less food waste in the supermarket. As some studies suggested, 

combining the qualities of humans and algorithms could enhance each other’s 

strengths (Pyle & San Jose, 2015; Wilson & Daugherty, 2018). The question then 

would be which strengths of humans are really necessary in order to optimize the 

replenishment system in such a way that it would benefit the food waste reduction. It 

seems to look like that food waste in the supermarket diminishes when human 

influence in the automatic replenishment system diminishes as well. 

However, despite the fact that the automatic replenishment system can help 

reducing food waste, supermarket managers are not always satisfied with the 

functioning of the algorithms. Almost all managers indicate that the balance between 

full shelves and less food waste in the supermarket store has improved by the 

functioning of the algorithms, but it is still not perfect. For some products, managers 

often experience empty shelves just before the new stock arrives. When this happens 

too often, managers intervene in the automatic replenishment system themselves by 

making adjustments in the proposals or ordering extra products. In line with the 

substantive rationality theory of Max Weber (Lindebaum et al., 2019), these moments 

could also result in decision-making based on feelings and emotions. For example, 

some managers indicated that they feel bad if they cannot provide their customers with 

all necessary products. Ordering extra products in order to generate full shelves is a 
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human decision out of feelings and emotions of not wanting to disappoint the customer. 

The feeling of always wanting to have full shelves is at odds with the prevention of loss 

and food waste.  

In line with previous research of Moser (2020), supermarket managers are 

sometimes influenced by conflicting interests and goals of the organization. As derived 

from the interviews, the replenishment department of the Head Office focuses on less 

loss and food waste. This is also apparent from the annual reports and sustainable 

reports of Ahold Delhaize. As sustainable retailing is one of the strategic pillars, it is 

important that the Head Office tries to prevent loss and food waste in the supermarket 

stores as much as possible. However, findings from the interviews show that the Head 

Office is not always consequent in controlling the loss and food waste. For example, 

when the financial goals are under threat, managers notice that the Head Offices’ focus 

on loss and food waste decreases and they pay more attention to correcting financial 

declines.  

 

Conclusion 

The findings of this study show that the automatic replenishment system of Albert Heijn 

is mostly capable of making correct sales prognosis based on several variables and 

characteristics of the store and a huge database. The decision-making process of the 

replenishment system is based on formal rationality, which means that decisions of the 

algorithms are based on numbers and facts. In this way, the prognosis of the automatic 

replenishment system should ensure a perfect balance between full shelves and no 

loss. However, it turned out that various aspects could disturb this balance, resulting 

in human intervention on the automatic replenishment system. The decision-making 

process of humans is based on substantive rationality, which means that decisions of 

humans are based on personal values, emotions and experiences. When inaccuracies 

show up in the algorithms, substantive rationality takes the upper hand and managers 

intervene in the automatic replenishment system. In other words, managers have a 

supporting role in their interaction with the algorithms. For example, managers can 

register inaccuracies in order to correct the algorithms’ prognosis. So, despite the fact 

that the automatic replenishment system of Albert Heijn functions independently in its 

decision-making process, humans do have a controlling and additional function. In 

addition, environmental influences also play a role in the algorithm’s decision-making 

process. The Replenishment department of the Head Office can intervene in the 
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automatic replenishment system for sustainable or financial reasons. For example, by 

influencing the algorithms’ prognosis or even excluding or adding specific products. 

However, a remarkable finding is the belief of managers that a decrease of human 

influence on the automatic replenishment system and technological improvements of 

the system should decrease the amount of food waste in the supermarket even more.  

 In conclusion, the automatic replenishment system of the supermarket actually 

contributes to food waste reduction in the supermarket. Despite the fact that the 

algorithms can make decisions autonomously, human influence remains important. 

However, technological innovations and less human input could generate even less 

food waste in the supermarket.  

 

Limitations and directions for future research 

This study has a couple of limitations. First of all, the reliability of this study could be 

threatened by my own role as a researcher. According to Yin (2014), the researcher 

can have influence on the results. For example, the researcher could unknowingly 

ensure that respondents are steered in a certain direction when answering questions. 

Secondly, despite the fact that using a case study was very suitable for this 

research, it is also an important criticism because it could decrease external validity. 

According to Yin (2014), using a case study provides limited generalizability of the 

results. In this way, it is unclear whether the results of this study apply to all 

supermarket branches. Although this issue was taken into account by conducting 

interviews with multiple respondents, the number of respondents is too small to 

generalize the results to the entire supermarket sector. In addition, this study has only 

focused on the supermarket chain Albert Heijn. Not all Dutch supermarket chains are 

using an automatic replenishment system. It could be valuable to investigate and 

compare the differences, opportunities and pitfalls of the replenishment systems of the 

different supermarket chains with regard to food waste. In order to draw conclusions 

for the entire supermarket sector, future research must show whether the influence of 

human decision-making and algorithmic decision-making in reducing food waste 

manifests itself in the same way in other supermarket chains.  

 Finally, according to Diefenbach (2016), the risk exists that respondents provide 

untruthful information. I tried to forestall this risk by conducting multiple interviews and 

sometimes asking different respondents the same questions. In addition, the reliability 

of this study could also be threatened by the fact that only supermarket managers and 
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team leads of Albert Heijn have been interviewed, causing perhaps one-sided or 

distorted findings. It would have been valuable to include for example people from the 

Replenishment department of the Head office or customers of the supermarket store 

in the study as well. In addition, it could also be interesting to have a deep dive into the 

technological developments of the automatic replenishment system of Albert Heijn. 

Despite the fact that Albert Heijn disposes of a huge database, the algorithms are still 

sometimes not able to function in a completely independent way. The fact that almost 

all supermarket managers actually do believe that technological innovations of the 

automatic replenishment system could reduce the food waste in the supermarket even 

more, it is helpful to understand how to best distribute the role of the automatic 

replenishment system and the role of humans in order to reduce food waste. In other 

words, future research must show how the automatic replenishment system could be 

optimized and what the role of humans in this context would be.  

 

Theoretical and practical implications 

This study gains insight in the way supermarkets can maintain the beneficial aspects 

of the entanglement of algorithmic decision-making and human decision-making, as 

the replenishment system of Albert Heijn becomes more automated over time. In 

specific, this study investigated the decision-making processes in the automatic 

replenishment system in Dutch supermarkets. Previous research in these different 

decision-making processes has not focused on the retail sector yet. Furthermore, this 

study puts a different light on the human-algorithm interaction as described in previous 

literature. Where previous literature stated that humans and algorithms could enhance 

each other’s strengths, this study shows that this does not always apply. When it 

comes to food waste reduction in supermarkets, the automatic replenishment system 

is much more accurate and has much more potential to further reduce food waste when 

it will be given the chance to function completely independent. In line with this finding, 

this study shows that mistakes in the output of the system can almost always be 

tracked back to human mistakes. Logically, it is plausible that these kinds of mistakes 

decrease when human influence decreases.  

Perhaps the literature should take into consideration that human influences in 

algorithmic decisions may not always be the most beneficial option when it comes to 

food waste reduction in supermarkets. Perhaps a completely autonomous 
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replenishment system that functions without any human influence offers a better 

outcome in reducing food waste.  

 This study has practical implications as well. The findings of this study are 

valuable for all organizations in the retail sector with a focus on technological 

innovations, because the study provides insight into the areas of tension that 

supermarket managers experience when interacting with an automated system. For 

example, this study shows that it is important to investigate the role of human decision-

making and the role of algorithmic decision-making and how these processes could 

best be generated in order to achieve organizational benefits. Furthermore, this study 

has practical implications for Albert Heijn specifically. In their annual report of 2018, 

Ahold Delhaize mentioned that reducing food waste is one of their priorities concerning 

sustainability. In addition, Albert Heijn has the ambition to decrease their food waste 

up to 50% in 2030 by using for example smart replenishment systems in the 

supermarkets. This study gains insight in the effects of automatic replenishment on 

food waste reduction in the supermarket as well as suggestions for improvements in 

order to achieve even less food waste.  

 In conclusion, this study created more insight in decision-making processes with 

regard to the retail sector. In fact, this study investigated the decision-making 

processes in the automatic replenishment system in Dutch supermarkets. 

Furthermore, this study looked into any improvements with regard to the automatic 

replenishment system in order to reduce food waste even more.  
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Appendix A: topic list semi-structured interviews 

Voorstellen 

Goedemorgen/middag, ik ben Lizanne van der Aa, 23 jaar oud en ik studeer ik 

organisatiewetenschappen aan de Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam. Dit interview houd 

ik in het kader van mijn afstudeeronderzoek voor mijn master. Daarbij doe ik onderzoek 

naar het inkoopsysteem van supermarkt X en het menselijk handelen in dit 

inkoopsysteem. De vragen in dit interview gaan voornamelijk over u binnen uw functie 

als X (leidinggevende of werknemer). Het onderzoek wordt uitgevoerd vanuit mijn 

studie en niet vanuit X (supermarkt). Alles wat u in dit interview aan mij vertelt, wordt 

vertrouwelijk behandeld. Ik zal de resultaten niet delen binnen X (supermarkt). 

Bovendien worden de resultaten van alle interviews uiteindelijk samen geanalyseerd, 

waardoor uw uitspraken uiteindelijk anoniem en niet naar u te herleiden zijn. Verder 

bent u natuurlijk niet verplicht om alle vragen te beantwoorden. Als laatste wil ik nog 

benadrukken dat er geen goede of foute antwoorden zijn, het gaat om uw mening en 

ervaringen. 

 

Het interview zal ongeveer X minuten duren. Tot slot zou ik graag uw toestemming 

willen vragen om dit interview op te nemen. 

 

Introductie 

1. Kunt u uzelf kort introduceren? 

2. Hoelang werk u al bij X? 

3. Wat is uw specifieke functie bij X? 

4. Welke werkzaamheden verricht u binnen X? 

 

Topic inkoopsysteem 

5. Hoe werkt het inkoopsysteem in uw supermarkt?  

• Eventueel: stappen in het proces 

• Voordelen/nadelen 

 

Topic besluitvorming van het systeem (formal rationality) 

6. Hoe neemt het systeem beslissingen over de inkoop in uw supermarkt?  

• Eventueel: proces dieper uitvragen 
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• Voordelen/nadelen hiervan 

• (Check: wat zijn de regels/procedures?) 

• (Check: wat gebeurt er bij mistakes?) 

• (Check: mening) 

 

Topic besluitvorming van de mens (substantive rationality) 

7. Hoe neemt u zelf beslissingen over de inkoop? 

• Eigen ervaring/kennis 

• Wanneer?  

• Wat gebeurt er dan? 

• Wat vindt u hiervan? 

• Voordelen/nadelen hiervan 

• (Check: zelf correcties maken/controle houden) 

• (Check: formalisatie -> ‘onderdrukken eigen inbreng’)  

• (Check: mening) 

 

Topic voedselverspilling 

8. Hoe wordt er binnen uw supermarkt gedacht over voedselverspilling? 

• Hoeveelheid 

• Oorzaken 

• Maatregelen 

 

Topic finale koppeling inkoopsysteem, menselijk handelen & voedselverspilling 

9. Hoe denkt u over de werking van het inkoopsysteem met betrekking tot 

voedselverspilling? 

• Rol van het systeem 

• Rol van de mens 
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Afsluiting 

Bedank geïnterviewde voor het deelnemen aan het interview. Hierna 

samenvatting/conclusie geven over het interview. Kan bijvoorbeeld zo:  

 

Dank u wel voor het deelnemen aan het onderzoek. Het interview heeft X minuten 

geduurd. Op basis van het uitvragen van de besproken onderwerpen kan ik een 

analyse maken en deze verwerken in mijn onderzoek.  

 

Als u wilt kan ik u een kopie sturen van de resultaten van de analyse. Hiervoor heb ik 

uw e-mailadres nodig (vraag e-mailadres als geïnterviewde de resultaten wil 

ontvangen). 

 

Tenslotte wil ik u vragen of u zelf nog opmerkingen/aanmerkingen heeft of iets 

anders kwijt wil? 

 

Bedank geïnterviewde nogmaals en sluit gesprek af.  
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Appendix B: coding process & information about the codes used in this study 
 
 

Code Definition code 
Adding products to assortment When the respondent adds products to his/her 

assortment 
Amount of food waste in store Daily amount of food waste that is thrown away 

 
Automatic replenishment system The automatic replenishment system of the 

supermarket store. This system uses several facets in 
the supermarket in order to make prognosis of the 
expected sales. These facets are described in the code 
scheme.  

‘Bakplan’ The protocol used in the bakery of the supermarket. In 
this protocol, the amount of bread needed for the store 
is described 

Tension commerce & environment When the respondent feels an area of tension between 
commercial interests and environmental awareness 

Tension full shelves & little loss When the respondent feels an area of tension between 
desiring full shelves in the store and desiring little loss  

Bonus Weekly offers in the store. The offers are included in 
the prognosis of the automatic replenishment system. 
When specific products are on sale, the system 
automatically orders more of them 

Budget All supermarket managers have a budget for aspects 
like destructions, waste, cutting prices etc 

Capacity of the shelves The number of products that fit the shelves. The 
capacities of the shelves are included in the automatic 
replenishment system. This means that the system 
uses shelve capacity as one of the facets on which 
prognosis is based 

‘Codeboek’ Codeboek is the protocol used for controlling products 
in the shelves 

Controlling One of the main human activities in the store is 
controling & counting products 

Customer awareness Awareness of the customers concerning food waste 
 

Cutting prices When a product is almost expired, the product gets a 
35% discount sticker 

Data collection The automatic replenishment system makes decisions 
based on data collected from many years. Most of this 
data consists of sales figures & trends 

(Dis)advantage automatic ordering 
system 

When the respondent experiences advantages or 
disadvantages of the automated replenishment system 

Dynamic pricing Dynamic pricing can be best described as ‘demand 
pricing’ or ‘time-based pricing’. It is a pricing strategy in 
which flexible prices for products are made based on 
for example expiration date  
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Emotions humans When respondents experience that human emotion is 
intertwined in human decision-making 

Excluding products When the respondent decides to exclude a product 
from the assortment 

Extra ordering When the respondent decides to order more products 
than the automated system sent in 

Facings The width of the shelve. The wider the shelve, the 
more products fit the shelve.  The facings are included 
in the automatic replenishment system. This means 
that the system uses facings as one of the facets on 
which prognosis is based 

Fact-based algorithms The automatic ordering system takes decisions based 
on facts & numbers. These facts & number come from 
trends in sales figures and from aspects such as 
shelve capacity, facings, bonus, loss & other variables 

Features AH To-Go Features of the AH To-Go stores (in comparison with 
normal AH stores) 

Formalization When the respondent experiences less human grip on 
the system 

Full shelves The desire of the respondent to have full shelves at 
any moment 

Human activities Human activities in the ordering process 
 

Human decision-making When the respondent makes decisions about the 
ordering process his/herself 

Human mistakes Mistakes in the ordering process due to human 
activities. These mistakes often take place in dealing 
with facets on which the replenishment system bases 
its prognosis. For example: incorrectly filling the 
shelves leads to incorrect prognosis of the system, 
because capacity of the shelves is one of the systems’ 
facets.  

Improvements automated system for 
less food waste 

When the respondent experiences that the automated 
ordering systems contributes to less food waste in the 
store 

Influence on customers When the customers buying behavior is influenced by 
the store 

Interaction human-machine When the respondent experiences an interaction 
between human activities & the automated ordering 
system 

Knowledge & experience managers Almost all managers have worked at AH for many 
years. They have much knowledge & expertise 

Loss Loss is the overarching term for all loss of the products 
(waste, theft, breakage etc). The amount of loss is 
included in the automatic replenishment system. This 
means that the system uses loss as one of the facets 
on which prognosis is based 

Mistakes distribution center Sometimes, mistakes in the ordering process were 
made at distribution centers. These mistakes can 
influence the replenishment process 
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‘Nee-verkoop’ (0,1,2,3) Empty shelves: when a shelve contains only 0, 1, 2 or 
3 products  

Other variables for automatic ordering The automated ordering system also takes several 
other variables into account in its prognosis, such as: 
weather, events etc 

Prognosis The automated ordering system makes decisions 
based on his prognosis. This prognosis is based on 
data such as sales figures, but also facets such as 
shelve capacity, facings, loss, bonus & other variables.  

Registration of destructions Humans have to register destructions in the system in 
order to help the system in making the right prognosis 

Replenishment department head office Replenishment is the department at AH head office 
that deals with the replenishment system of the 
supermarket and developments of the systems 

‘Restantenbepaler’ The ‘restantenbepaler’ tells the human which products 
on which day have to supplement in the shelves 

Sales Sales figures of the store. The expected sales figures 
are included in the automatic replenishment system. 
This means that the system uses sales figures as one 
of the facets on which prognosis is based 

Self-scans Almost all AH’s have a cashless part in their store. 
Customers have to scan & pay the product 
themselves. Scanning product incorrectly can influence 
the replenishment system 

Stock management Stock management is the most important human 
activity in the ordering process. Every day, humans 
have to tell & control the shelves and stocks. Humans 
have to register inaccuracies in the system in order to 
help the system in making the right prognosis 

Technological improvements Ah stores become automated more and more. 
Technological improvements are still being worked on 

Type customers Every AH store has specific types of customers, 
depending on location, size of the store etc 

Type of product An important distinction has to be made in long lasting 
products & fresh product 

VCA system (voorraad controle risico) VCA is the system that daily indicates which products 
have to be checked 

Way of working with MoMo information 
system 

MoMo is the information program in which supermarket 
managers can work with the automated ordering 
system. All facets on which the replenishment system 
bases its prognosis are described in MoMo. When 
humans discover any inaccuracies in these facets, they 
have to register these inaccuracies in MoMo in order to 
help the system in making right prognosis 

‘Worp’ ‘Worp’ is a protocol for the layout of the supermarket 
(which products have to be located in which part of the 
supermarket). The protocol is drawn up from the 
Replenishment department of the Head Office.  
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Appendix C: coding scheme 
 
 

Code Category Theme Theory 
Automatic replenishment 
system 

Automated systems 
in store 

Forms of algorithmic 
decision-making in 
store 

Algorithmic decision-
making 

VCA system (voorraad 
controle risico) 

   

MoMo information system    

‘Restantenbepaler’    

‘Bakplan’    

Data collection Prognosis Algorithmics 
decisions based on 
facts 

 

Fact-based     

Technological 
improvements 

Developments   

Capacity of the shelves 
 

Facets of the 
replenishment 
system 

How does automatic 
replenishment 
work? 

Automatic 
replenishment 

Facings 
 

   

Bonus    

Sales    

Loss    

Other variables for 
automatic ordering 

   

(Dis)advantage automatic 
ordering system 

Human opinions Experiences with 
automatic 
replenishment 

 

Formalization    

Excluding products Human acting 
based on visuals & 
facts in the store 

Human decisions 
based on facts 

Human decision-
making 

Controlling shelves 
 

  

Cutting prices 
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Stock management    
Registration of 
destructions 

   

Extra ordering Human acting 
based on emotions 

Human decisions 
based on feelings 

 

Full shelves    
Knowledge & experience 
managers 

   

Adding products to 
assortment 

   

Human mistakes in store Human mistakes in 
replenishment 
process 

Mistakes due to 
humans 

 

Mistakes distribution center    
Incorrectly scanning 
products with self-scans 

   

Tension commerce & 
environment 

Tension Area of tension 
human - machine 

Interaction human-
machine 

Tension full shelves & little 
loss 

   

Amount of food waste in 
store 

Food waste Food waste  Food waste 

Improvements automated 
system for less food waste 

   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


